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About This Game

The eccentric Margaret is once again shocking all of her friends! She got approved for huge loans and started out to complete
the most exciting of

quests along with her shocked team. Fifty levels and a variety of quests aimed to restore the dilapidated railway and decrepit
infrastructure await

us. And that is not all! Margaret undertook a billion-dollar commitment to build a sorting center and improve the turnover in this
fascinating clicker

mini-game!

50 varied levels

Bonus: city-building
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Clicker Mini Game

Varied objectives

Relaxed mode: play without a timer
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Terrifically weird-themed game, with a lot of polish. The gameplay is like a two-tracked lane-defense game, with a lot of power-
ups, upgrades, and unlocks.

It can be confusing to start since item upgrades can be hard to understand, and the controls and menus are not standard. One
other minor negative is the loading times are a bit long, considering the short length of the levels.

The game gives lots of reason to revisit levels for more unlocks. I enjoyed the pacing and narrative that encouraged playing
them again. I thought the bizzaro theme was great.

I played on Ubuntu 18.10 with radeon mesa graphic drivers. I used an xbox-type gamepad controller. This game uses the Unity
game engine.. There were a couple things I liked about The Unwelcomed.
Graphics were good, not the best, some items seemed dull, but none the less, still pretty good.
Lighting was awesome. Despite it not being a horror game I still got a horror vive in the beginning which I loved. Gave it a sense
of mystery and suspense.
Best part that this game has going for it is it's challenge.. a little too much even... I unfortunately (*POSSIBLE SPOILER*)
could not figure out the math equation at the end with the two pieces of paper and I couldn't figure out what to do with the X's
and O's (*END SPOILER), and I couldn't find any help online.

The one negative I have about everything is the darn controls. They were incredibly frustrating. I think to press and hold the grip
buttons to pick up items was a bad call. It's uncomfortable, unnatural feeling, and just made grabbing items a chore at times.
Would like to see an option to change this if possible.. glourious basterds: the game. Long Night is a wonderful new game that
recaptures the style of the Playstation era horror games. Along with that style, it has many of the quirks and gameplay flaws that
are expected. Overall it is a very enjoyable experience, it is erie, the story is interesting, and the characters are likeable. There
are however some huge flaws in the game, and I hope that the developers listen to the fans before releasing Episode 2.
Major Flaw #1: The speed of enemies. I am just fine with having fixed camera angles that sometime interfere with the controls,
it's the style of the game, and frankly I enjoy it. The only problem is that enemies move as such a ridiculous speed, that when a
camera angle change occurs it can completely screw you up. It no longer becomes a frightening pursuit, and instead becomes a
series of trial and error.
Major Flaw #2: Without spoiling too much, there is some bad puzzle design at the end of the game, specifically one that
requires no brains, and merely trial and error (it involves a stain glass floor). Really that whole last scene was just trial and error,
I hope we don't see more of that in Episode 2.

Final verdict: It's a great retro-style game, and if you enjoyed PS era horror you shouldn't miss Long Night, in spite of its flaws..
First, the menu just doesn't work, I tried lowering the volume for both music and fx and it just doesn't do anything.
Second, if I hit escape to get rid of the menu, the menu cursor will show up next to the game cursor so now I have 2. I have to
open the menu again and click Resume. If Esc opens the menu, Esc should also close the menu.
Third, as the game was over and I tried to quit, I had no cursor to press the Quit button. Alt tabbing fixed that...

On top of that, why isn't this still in beta? There's better ways to enclose the player other than hundreds of invisible walls, and
it's not like the intended path is so obvious, even a non wandering person will hit a couple of the invis walls. Also, floating stuff
all around? Really? Not only that, but copy plastered a bunch of times, too. And this costs money? Glad I got it on sale. And the
fps♥♥♥♥♥♥in some maps is WORSE than in games built on 15yr old engines. Optimization, anyone?
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Oh, and I can jump in some maps, not in others, walking adds an extra step every time which made climbing that staircase kind
of a not so pleasant experience, on top of having to jump some of the stairs, cus even tho all steps LOOK the same, they're not.
Why?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fix ALL that, maybe add better transitioning instead of the 'touch this trigger to get teleoprted to next map', and then you can
start charging people for this.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cool concept, disappointing execution.. There is no reason this game should be on Steam at this state, you are given a weapon
and a huge map and nothing else, not even the basic enjoyment of an FPS. It doesn't even allow you to change your mouse
sentivity, making the experience (aka exploring an empty map) even less enjoyable.

I wish someday I'll be able to say "ah I remember how bad this game was during its early access, what a huge improvement it
has been since then...", but from now, it's just a bad, empty FPS.. the cancer of steam. I now know not to show my dicck under
the table on the first date as a surprise and how to pick up all the ladies.

10/10 game. Press G to win btw
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I LOVE THIS GAME! IT'S BEAUTIFUL AND I LOVE THE SHAPE OF IT'S "BALLS" (badumts), but GameHouse should
release ALL the match 3 games made and\/or sponsored by GameHouse, like Collapse series, Bounce Out Blitz, Super Pile Up,
Gem Shop (don't confuse it with Super Gem Drop), Stoneloops! of jurassica, Rolling Idols series, Luxor Adventures,
Ricochet\/Rebound series, and waaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay much much more, AND THEY SHOULD MAKE THEM
WORK ON STEAM IN EVERY OPERATING SYSTEM!. Nice throwback to the simpler days of split-screen FPS games. It's
kind of like if Goldeneye 64 and Super Mario 64 had a baby. You'd think that only having grenades would be boring, but it's
really not. There are some variations to try out, but nothing too crazy. The fast pace and challenge are what make it fun. It's also
a plus that you can go head-to-head with 4 players local, or you can co-op the campaign mode together and unlock dozens of
levels. The only thing lacking here is online play. Overall, it's a fun budget game to play locally with friends. Check out my
gameplay if you're interested.. liked this game it's better than much crappy games :D i play it everyday. Fair and balanced gamer
experience. It is a good game for an early access, but it lacks something, the thrills that this game should have, it needs more
spooky spook atmosphere. The gameplay is simple, there is also a clear tutorial to understand the game better.
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